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Our Journey
Acacia was formed in 2014 to tear down barriers and
advocate for students in their search for better
outpatient mental health care. Today, Acacia is the
leading provider of outpatient, college student mental
health in seven cities across California and Minnesota
and have served more than 9,000 college students in
their mental health journeys.
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Our mission
College student growth
Provide college students a safe, supportive space in
which they receive quality and consistent mental health
care that is highly accessible, affordable, specialized, and
culturally sensitive.
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We strongly value our
collaboration with clinical
providers and their expertise!
Acacia is a resource for
university students and faculty
and we want to grow alongside
everyone by hiring providers
that represent our communities,
making a student's first
interaction with therapy
encouraging and impactful.
We strongly believe in creating
a family at Acacia and we
extend that invitation to you!
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“We love serving students! It is
our passion and our life’s work.
There is nothing more fulfilling
to us than to see students thrive
in the face of adversity and
develop into even more amazing
versions of themselves."

Why Acacia?
We offer long-term therapy, medication management, and
wellness activities all in one place! We hire clinical teams that
represent our communities and are passionate about the work.
We believe in equity in mental health access which means we
strive to engage our communities' needs and help build
resources within Acacia. We have a yearly internship program
for undergraduate students called Mental Health Advocate's
Program and if a student cannot afford our services we have an
in-house financial aid program called Roots that provides
expense-free sessions a year. These along with committee
membership roles, professional growth opportunities, and
competitive salary and benefits make Acacia a great place to be.
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We are excited for you to
join our community.
Acacia Telehealth, CA + MN
Davis, California
Irvine, California
Isla Vista, California
La Jolla, California
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Santa Cruz, California
Westwood, California
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LEARN MORE AT ACACIACW.COM | EMAIL US AT CAREERS@ACACIACW.COM

